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JUST ADD POWER N464
3G+4+ Tiling Transmitter
The Just Add Power (J+P) 3G+4+ Tiling Transmitter, a
breakthrough 4K network video tiler, can be applied to
any residential and commercial installations that require
multiview functionality, providing video support for resolutions up to full 4K and HDR compatibility.

KRAMER ELECTRONICS C2919
CA-HM Plug & Play Solution
CA-HM provides a perfect plug & play
solution delivering 4K60 4:4:4 HDMI 2.0
signals over long distances. With innovative connectors
featuring superior equalizing and signal compensation,
it meets the most demanding installation challenges.
CA-HM features Kramer’s exclusive K-Lock pull-resistant
connectors and a LED on the connector indicating successful signal transmission.

L-ACOUSTICS C576
P1 AVB Processor
The P1 three-in-one processor serves as a front-end
processor, audio matrix and bridge, as well as a system
measurement and tuning platform, all in one convenient,
robust package. The P1 takes the complex task of system
optimization and streamlines it to a single piece of hardware, fully integrated with the LA Network Manager software platform. As a signal processor with equalization,
delay and dynamics, P1’s four analog line inputs with premium A/D conversion ensure the utmost sound quality.

LEYARD AND PLANAR C2520
Clarity Matrix G3 LCD Video Wall System
Clarity Matrix G3 combines the thinnest
profile ultra-narrow bezel LCD with
significant improvements to video processing, installation, management and
off-board electronics, delivering a next-generation video
wall solution. With simplified installation and service,

Clarity Matrix G3 ensures a high performance, cuttingedge video wall system at a lower total cost of ownership.

LG ELECTRONICS C2546
LG 0.6mm Ultra-Narrow Bezel Video Wall
The ultra-narrow bezels of the LG SVH7E
combine to create one powerful, impactful video wall with an impressive 1.2
mm bezel-to-bezel width. The display’s
eye-catching design, IPS technology and
unique 0.6 mm bezel width offers an immersive picture
that resembles one continuous image rather than a collection of segmented panels.

LYNTEC C1319
Outbound Relay Feature for
NPAC System
LynTec’s award-winning Networkable Power Automation
Control (NPAC) rack-mounted system is enhanced with
a new outbound relay control option, allowing control
of external devices equipped with contact closures. This
extends control beyond the rack area, letting users integrate AVL control of far-flung devices into the browserbased control interface onboard every NPAC.

MAGEWELL C3468
Ultra Stream HDMI Streaming Encoder
The Ultra Stream HDMI stand-alone
encoder makes live streaming simple
even for non-professional users, enabling
them to record or stream high-quality
video with one click using on-device buttons or an intuitive
smartphone app. The device can stream to Twitch, YouTube,
Facebook Live and more, and can record to MP4 files.

MEDIA VISION C1146
Taiden HCS-5335 Compact Digital Infrared
Microphones
A digital infrared wireless discussion system, with goose-

neck or boundary microphones, ensuring
high-fidelity audio without the pitfalls
of RF: no need for frequency management, no eavesdropping, no crosstalk.
The solution is ultra-portable, PoE Dante-enabled and with
web control.

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS C3683
Maximum Power DC Distribution
The newly expanded DC Power Distribution line increases output power
up to 300W in 1RU for NA and EU
applications. This high-power line can
deliver 5, 12, and 24V to an industry-leading number of outlets, eliminating clutter caused by power supplies attached
to the growing number of small devices.

NEUTRIK C1642
True Outdoor Protection (TOP) Series Products
Encompassing the powerCON TRUE1,
etherCON and XLR product groups,
Neutrik’s new TOP series products
are designed to provide maximum
performance under challenging conditions created by
moisture, particulate pollution and sunlight.

PEERLESS-AV C2947
Xtreme High Bright Outdoor Displays
A maintenance-free, yearround solution, Peerless-AV’s
Xtreme High Bright outdoor
displays feature a fully sealed IP68-rated design, full HD
1080p resolution for a bright, crisp picture, and IK10-rated
cover glass for the ultimate screen protection. Ideal for
any application, the displays are available in 43-, 49, 55and 65-inch models.

PRYSM N1245
LPD 6K Series
The Prysm Laser Phosphor Display
(LPD) 6K Series is a first-of-its-kind,
interactive single panel large-format display that offers a
panoramic image uninterrupted by seams or bezels with
power consumption similar to a commercial coffee maker.
The displays are shatter-resistant, flexible and offer rollability for ease of transport.

ROLAND C2510
V-60HD HD Video Switcher V1.1
The Roland Professional A/V
V-60HD HD Video Switcher V1.1
upgrade introduces support for
Roland’s RCS Remote Control Software, adds Auto Scan
automated video switching and adds Panel Information
commands to the already available RS-232 control, with
Roland’s Smart Tally function for wireless tally via LAN
connected IP browsers.

